ParamInfo’s Oracle Practice
The Oracle practice and its services are an integral component of ParamInfo’s overall enterprise software offerings.
From architecture consulting to custom application development to migration, integration we provide a complete
suite of solutions and services around Oracle Technologies. Partnering with Oracle and with our decade old
expertise in the Oracle application and database systems implementation is not just the traditional development
and support, but we help our customers from capturing requirements to designing, development, integration to
testing, and then implementation of a niche and cutting-edge database applications that allows them to take
advantage of the disparate data sources and make use of the information to manipulate it to make it useful for
their business decisions and day to day operations. We help our customer in taking advantage of our oracle CRM
and ERP implementation belonging to various industries like retail, supply chain and many more.

Oracle Supply Chain Management - SCM

Oracle Enterprise Resource Planning - ERP

We have developed applications that allow our
customers to take advantage of the Oracle practice
implementation doing collaboration with the retailers,
suppliers and stakeholders in order process data for
supply and distribution of their goods and services. Our
supply chain system allows our customers to store data
systematically in the dedicated data sources and
making them search and retrieval of data faster and
with accuracy. We help our customer overcome the
problem situations like demand and supply with our
oracle implementation also the product lifecycle
process becomes much easy manageable.

When our customers partner with us for Oracle
services, they can drastically transform the way their
organization manipulate and uses information. Leverage
Param Info’s proven expertise to help your organization
speedup, take smarter decisions. Our consulting
services follow this approach by facilitate training,
assessment, planning and implementation to get your
Oracle databse transformation right the first time.

Services we Offer:
Our Oracle expertise includes the following services:
 Supplier data management
 Distribution data management
 Retail Order processing system
 Whole Sale Order Processing
 Integration to Finance and HR operations
 Complete POS system

Benefits of Oracle ERP:
Our Oracle ERP expertise helps us to deliver seamless
integration to our client’s retail businesses and other
departments giving our customers to have:
 Better quality reporting to enable intelligent
business decisions
 Improve information sharing within and outside the
organization
 Streamline business processes and follow best
practices
 Reliable data due to automated processing
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Help security with more control points
Compiling and analyzing profitability of each order
Integration with Finance and HR operations

Oracle BI and DW Practice

Oracle Custom Applications (Cloud Advantage)

ParamInfo allows you to take advantage of our Oracle
DW & BI Practice and use the specific and important
business data to store data from disparate data sources
by building a data warehouse, and generate and
develop real-time reporting, analytics and dash
boarding capabilities that gives the insight to your
business reports and allow your management and
decision makers to take the strategic business decisions
with the use of Oracles and DW and BI capabilities.

Our expertise in developing Oracle based custom
application implementations have made us unique and
sought after service providers in the Middle East region.
We have built several custom applications using
Oracle’s advanced RDBMS, cloud enabled features for
our customers business driven processes. We make
them use oracle’s best practices and leverage the
database to streamline and take advantage of it in
improving their retail sales, stores,
distribution,
banking, finance and order processing system.

With our Oracle’s DW and BI expertise and knowledge
in this field, we collaborate with our customers to
resolve their key challenges in five easy steps and
ensuring that the data being used is helping them take
strategic and important decisions:






Management Dashboards & Reporting Center
– Customization as per business need
Real Time BI – to address the business and
strategic decisions
Build a robust Data warehouse for disparate
data sources
Ad Hoc Analysis & Reports – Information
above the usual reports.
Forecasting – Helps in reduction of planning
Process
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Our Oracle Custom application expertise is in
infrastructure customizations, administration practice
help manage the data, store data and secure the data
stores from unauthorized access. We also leverage the
Oracle’s cloud enabled services to build custom DB
application.
The Oracle Custom Implementation services we offer:







Design and Deploy DBMS
Data Management and Custom Solutions
Applications Customizations and Data
Modernization
Faster data queries and reporting results
Accurate report generation
Database Integration to external systems
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